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OOPS !! Sorry this page does not exist.




Click here to return to the main MyFav page.




Why is MyFav your best ‘HOME PAGE’ ?

Most users have Google as their internet home page. Google is great but there are
    also other search engines and you need to type (or input by voice) not only obscure
    searches but for your everyday pages like “YouTube, Facebook, Weather, etc.

So what has MyFav have to offer ? From our single page you can -

	Do a  “Google” search.
	Easily switch to a Bing, Yahoo, AVG, Ask, Epic and Chum Hum search engines (each
        search engine has to the right of the search bar quick links to their other services).
	Do a retailer search Amazon, Ebay and loads more.
	Numerous single click icons for instant access to your everyday sites e.g. Directory
        enquiries, Ebay,Youtube, Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, iTunes, TV guide etc etc plus
        other categorised pages (some pages have in excess of 100 icons).
	Time, date and upcoming events.
	A Quick Address Bar (QAB) if you need to enter a full page address. Much quicker
        and has the ‘http://www.’ and the ‘.com’ or variants of the main TLD’s already for
        a quick load in a new tab or page.


 

 

 




	Store your bookmarks on line.
	Open your page with Useful Gadgets, Weather, International time, plus a lot more.
	Store reminder notes (like post-Its) online.
	Set your start up page and favourite search engine and retailer


Your personalised page is stored online, so all this information is available securely
    from any internet connected computer in world. Useful when swapping between home
    PC, office PC, your Laptop and tablet.

Win our £100 monthly Amazon voucher simply for recommending out site.

Get money back on a 50/50 basis on sites that offer us a commision when purchasing
    from various sites through MyFav. (We believe no other sites that offer this money
    back service)

Has this convinced you !!!!

MyFavourite Home Page - MyFavourite Online Bookmarks - 

MyFavourite Online Gadgets - MyFavourite one click access to most used sites

Most of all it’s MyFavourite website to easily access the whole of the internet.

                                                                   MyFav Team

 




Sign Up to MyFav, free and secure and you can 





